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Group Company’s Tennis Wear Contract Player Yumi Miyazaki Wins the 

Championship 

  We would like to announce that Yumi Miyazaki, the tennis wear contract player of our 

group company which operates the sports business, LUCENT Co., Ltd., has won the 

SINGHA - BEC TERO ITF SERIES which has world ranking points in the Women’s Tennis 

Association (WTA). 

  Teamed with Kotomi Takahata, Miyakzaki participated in the SINGHA - BEC TERO ITF 

SERIES held in Pyramid Tennis Academy, Thailand from 23-29 June 2014. The duo faced 

Thailand’s WONGTEANCHAI, Varatchaya and WONGTEANCHAI, Varunya in the doubles 

semi-finals and won with the score of 6-4, 3-6, 11-9. In the finals, the duo clashed with 

Lee from Taiwan and Wanna Suk from Thailand and triumphed with a brilliant score of 6-3, 

6-1 to victory. 

  Miyazaki gave the comments below: 

“The match was postponed yesterday because of 

the rain and due to that, we played 2 matches today. 

We took on the top seeded players in the semi-finals. 

We fell into the pace of our opponents’ volley 

exchange strategy in the second set of the match, 

but we believed in our strategy and stuck with it. I 

believe we won all thanks to our aggressive strategy. 

Together, we planned our strategy for the finals 

which was to prevent and stop our opponents from 

using their strong points which led us to victory. I 

am very happy to win in Thailand! I will give it my 

best again next week!” 

  Miyazaki has gained 12 points in the WTA World 

Ranking from the victory and is one step closer to 

the top ranking.  WTA governs the WTA Tour which 

is the worldwide professional tennis tour for women 

with more than 2,500 players representing 92 Yumi Miyazaki (left) & Kotomi Takahata (right) 



nations competing at the WTA’s 54 events and four Grand Slams in 33 countries. Close to 

5.4 million people attended women’s tennis events in 2013. 

  Our group companies will continue to cooperate together synergistically to expand our 

business in Japan and Asian countries through different efforts. In the sports sector, we 

strongly hope that our group’s support will bring out the best of each player, and that the 

success of the players will provide motivation to everyone in our group. 

  We are delighted that the victory was accomplished in Thailand, the largest base of our 

group.  

Thank you. 


